
A day in the life of a child

The placement of alcohol marketing is pervasive in the community and creates an environment in which young 
people can be regularly exposed to alcohol marketing. This infographic is a hypothetical example of how many times 
an average 15 year old Australian child could be exposed to alcohol marketing in one day, based on placement-related 
complaints received by the AARB from January 2016 – March 2019. It updates the ‘Day in the life of a child’ timeline 
from the AARB Annual Report 2014-15.   
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Scroll through Facebook and see that a local AFL 
team is having an event which is supported by an 
alcohol company. The sponsor is giving away a 
year’s supply of beer (ref 701/18)  

Catch-up on the highlights of last nights rugby 
league game and see alcohol ads on the �eld, 
around the sidelines, and on the player’s clothes 
(ref 628/17)

Watch a music video on YouTube while you 
have breakfast and an alcohol ad plays before 
it starts (ref 516/16)

Make your way to your school’s oval to kick a 
footy with mates and there is a billboard 
promoting beer on the same road (ref 682/18)

Upload a photo to Instagram and see that social 
media in�uencers you follow have posted pictures 
sponsored by alcohol companies                             
(ref 681/18, 687/18)

Catch the bus with friends to the local shopping 
centre. On the side of the bus and the bus stop 
you see an alcohol ad (ref 589/17, 579/16)
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While you are buying something from the 
supermarket an alcohol ad is displayed on the 
checkout screen (ref 699/18)

Catch up on one of your favourite TV shows online 
and during the ad break you see an alcohol ad 
featuring a well-known celebrity teaching you how 
to make a cocktail (ref 710/18)

As you leave the shopping centre you walk past 
an alcohol ad placed next to the exit (ref 730/18)

Catch the train in to the city for dinner with your 
family. At the station you see alcohol ads 
covering the wall, pillars, and �oor (ref 728/18)

Walking to dinner you see alcohol ads on 
telephone boxes (ref 747/18, 748/18)

After dinner you go to the cinema and an 
ad for a liquor store plays before the �lm 
(ref 759/19)
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